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ARTIST: KOENIG LEOPOLD ALBUM: EURE ARMUT KOTZT MICH AN 

SHORT INFO:  
Koenigleopld, the versatile artist duo from Austria are an outfit not so easily described or their output 
fully comprehended – at least, the main part of their artistic output is music. Despite being in their 
early twenties, they already gained high acclaim in the fields of experimental music, jazz and theatre. 
But what they actually do is much more accessible as this list might suggest.  
“Avant-Garde meets Disco” is a term that had been stretched while trying to describe what they do, 
but that doesn’t do them justice at all. It’s Cut Up, it’s Dada, it’s Freestyle, it’s everything-rolled-in-
one and mostly: Entertainment with an edge.  
Admitted, you have to grin when you listen to the songs of Leo Riegler and Lukas König,  but it is not 
just about a fun project. Those who already know the work of the two musicians, know that the two 
are acclaimed experts in the field of jazz. Quite active in the surroundings of the Jazzwerkstatt Wien, 
they always have a tendency to tread new  sonic paths in their numerous projects. As Koenigleopold, 
the duo uses the opportunity to lash out of the ordinary and explore new musical boundaries. 
With Koenig Leopold, Leo Riegler and Lukas König impressively demonstrate that it is still possible to 
create new, unusual and unique music once you release yourself from old conventions and let your 
creativity run wild. 
 
LINKS: 
www.koenigleopold.at 
www.facebook.com/heatthewater 
www.soundcloud.com/koenigleopold 
http://www.jazzwerkstatt.at/ 
 
VIDEO (Link): 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jPHB7ELeIm0 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ch74FHD9cPQ 
 
INTERNATIONAL TOUR DATES (HIGHLIGHTS): 
Polyarmory Sound Festival, London 
Bejazz Festival, Bern 
Elevate Festival, Graz 
Superdeluxe, Tokyo 
Fusion Festival, Lärz 
 

 

INTERNATIONAL PARTNERS: 
Label/Licensing Partner: Jazzwerkstatt Records 
Distribution (phys/digital): Lotus Records 
Booking: Miooow 
Press: BlankTon 
 
CONTACT: 
ml@blankton.org 
 

 


